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How to re-configure the number of active server nodes and concurrent

processes in an existing Clarify cluster install

General Background

During Server Cluster installation, users are prompted for the number of server nodes, active server nodes, and concurrent

processes. The number of concurrent processes is the only one of these values determined by the customer's license.  All values

can be adjusted post-installation, with the caveat that adding to the number of concurrent processes will also require a new server

license.

Even though all values can be adjusted post-installation, it is strongly recommended that when initially setting up a server cluster

environment, the number of concurrent processes assigned matches what is in the customer's license agreement.  For example,

people who are setting up a new server cluster may inadvertently allocate more concurrent processes than the customer is licensed

for because they are unaware of the customer's license agreement.  The server may initially start if they use a temporary license, but

when the customer receives their permanent license, the server will not start because it is attempting use more concurrent processes

than it is licensed for.  Someone will then need to follow some/all of the steps outlined below to make configuration changes to the

cluster.

Background on Concurrent Processes

These are sometimes referred to as active processes.  They are also sometimes referred to simply as workers.

The number of concurrent processes must be greater than or equal to the number of active server nodes.

They are configured in <share>/nodes/workerNode_X/node.properties

A node.properties file exists for each active server node in the cluster; this file contains the value:

ebi.akka.numWorkers=(#)

The sum total of the values of ebi.akka.numWorkers in the files for all active server nodes must equal the number of

concurrent processes in the license.

For example, if a customer is licensed for 30 concurrent processes, and they specified 3 active server nodes when

installing, then that would result in 3 node.properties files on disk:

/home/ubuntu/clarify/share/nodes/workerNode_0/node.properties

/home/ubuntu/clarify/share/nodes/workerNode_1/node.properties

/home/ubuntu/clarify/share/nodes/workerNode_2/node.properties

Each node.properties file would contain this value:

ebi.akka.numWorkers=10

The sum total of the numWorkers in all 3 node.properties files would equal 30, the number of concurrent processes the

customer is licensed for.

Background on Active Server Nodes

These are sometimes referred to as active servers, active nodes, or worker nodes.

Each active server is configured to be able to run a subset of the total number of concurrent processes that the cluster is

licensed for.  Unless there is only one active server node, in which case it is configured to run all the concurrent processes that

the cluster is licensed for.

How to Adjust Number of Concurrent Processes

On the file system, navigate to the nodes directory in the shared Clarify workspace.

Change directory to the particular workerNode_# directory to be modified.

Open node.properties and adjust the value of ebi.akka.numWorkers to reflect the new number of concurrent processes on this

node.

Adjust the value of ebi.akka.numWorkers in other workerNode_# directories as needed until the sum total of the values for

numWorkers in all node.properties files equals the number of concurrent processes in the license.

Shutdown the cluster using the –suspendCluster and -shutdownCluster commands from the clarify_ctl script.

Restart the cluster by starting the Clarify system service.

Resume the cluster using -resumeCluster command from the clarify_ctl script.

How to Adjust Number of Active Server Nodes

On the file system, navigate to the Clarify server conf directory (for example: /home/ubuntu/clarify/server/conf).

Open app-worker.yml and change the count: property to the desired number of active server nodes.  For example, if you initially
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had 3 active servers in your cluster the value would be specified as count: 3.  If you wanted to add two more active server nodes

to the cluster, you would change that value to count: 5.

Now that you've made a configuration change to a file in the /conf directory, these configurations will need to be reloaded in

Consul's KVStore.  There are currently two methods to achieve that which are described below.

method one: Delete the registry key's ConfigState value in Consul

In Consul's KVStore, delete the {"ConfigState":"loaded"} value for key registry.  After this value has been deleted, all

services (cis-conductor and clarify) will need to be restarted on all nodes. This is the recommended method of

reloading configs.

method two: Delete Consul's data directory

Stop all services (cis-conductor and clarify) on all nodes.  Then on each node, delete the local Consul data directory

(for example: /home/ubuntu/clarify-tools/consul/data).  The next time that a cis-conductor service is started on any

node, the configuration changes you made to the file in the /conf directory will be reloaded.

At this point, if all services are currently stopped for the purposes of reloading the config changes above, leave them down until

all steps below are complete.

Create a workerNode and a receiverNode directory for each new active server node being added in the shared Clarify

workspace, using the defined naming convention (workerNode_# and receiverNode_#).

For example, a cluster that currently had 3 active server nodes might have a directory structure that looked like this:

/home/ubuntu/clarify/share/nodes/receiverNode_0

/home/ubuntu/clarify/share/nodes/receiverNode_1

/home/ubuntu/clarify/share/nodes/receiverNode_2

/home/ubuntu/clarify/share/nodes/workerNode_0

/home/ubuntu/clarify/share/nodes/workerNode_1

/home/ubuntu/clarify/share/nodes/workerNode_2

To add two more active server nodes, you will make four new directories named receiverNode_3, receiverNode_4,

workerNode_3, and workerNode_4.

Copy a node.properties file from an existing workerNode directory to the new directories you just created.

Open the copied files and adjust the value of ebi.akka.numWorkers in each node.properties file per the license agreement; that

is, the

number of concurrent processes to be assigned to this new active server node. This may require changes to the previous

worker node configurations.

Start the cis-conductor and clarify services on all nodes.
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